
Can’t find what you’re looking for or celebrating with more than 60 people? 
Don’t worry! We can create a personalised plan just for you! 

THE FIRE PIT
SEATED 12

The Fire Pit provides a chilled (aka relaxed- its actually 
quite warm as its by a fire) vibe where you can munch 
your way through our menu! Sitting up to 12 people, this 
is ideal for burning the midnight oil whilst enjoying a 
Smoked Ale - pun most definitely intended!

THE FRONT ROOM
SEATED UP TO 50 | STANDING 60

The Front Room offers a mixture of comfy sofas 
(napping, although awesome, is not ideal here), 
stools and tables sitting from 2 all the way up to 50! 
You will be waited on from start to finish and have 
the opportunity to select anything you fancy from our 
mouth-watering main menus, including our favourite, 
The Ridiculous Burger - as the name suggests, it’s 
ridiculously good! Paired with a Wood-Aged Beer or 
American Style Ale and you’ll be transported to burger 
& beer heaven! 

THE BAR TABLES
SEATED 2-18 | STANDING 20

This area offers the perfect perch in the heart of the bustling bar to 
sample our 50+ beers! In this area is the almighty Brewer’s Table, 
which we can offer when the Brewer lets us! You can watch in awe 
as he brews beer right next to you! Order some food and a pint 
and take in the hoppy surroundings! This area sits 2 to 15 people – 
pre-order some food from our Function Menu, like BBQ pulled pork 
brioche buns, for a damn tasty table topper!

OUR FUNCTION AREAS
Situated right on the High Street, and with a damn tasty 
function menu, including black rice, quinoa and soya bean 
salad and spicy Sriracha pulled chicken brioche rolls (yum!) 
Brewhouse & Kitchen is on it when it comes to functions!
Get in touch so we can start planning!

Get the party poppers out, it’s time to celebrate!
BEDFORD



OUR FUNCTION AREAS
THE JUNCTION
SEATED 40 | STANDING 60

The Junction is where the action happens! Close to the bar and 
garden, this area stands 60 and sits 40 over two levels – it’s party 
time! Order some dishes for everyone to share – we’ve got a wide 
range of exciting dishes including BBQ pulled pork brioche rolls 
and falafel and homemade chilli jam wraps (*drool)! If you’re 
thinking you need a space for over 60 people that’s fine, the more 
the merrier! Just enquire and we’ll see what we can do!

THE GARDEN (AVAILABLE MAY-SEPT)
HOLDS UP TO 30

If you fancy going all al fresco (ooo lala), The Garden is what 
you’re looking for! Order a pint, Gin & Tonic, or even a cheeky 
Pimm’s and watch the sun go down – how romantic! If the 
weather is a bit chilly then you’ll be happy to hear that there’s 
a fire pit to keep you all toasty! Holding up to 30 people, al 
fresco dining is definitely the way forward!

Whether you’re looking to host 
a big birthday party, 

a special celebration, or a 
company event, we have delicious food and 

drink menus, including 50+ craft beers to 
choose from, and our buffet package is very 

competitively priced. 
GET IN TOUCH AND WE CAN CREATE A 
PERSONALISED PLAN JUST FOR YOU!
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